**HOW TO INSTALL RAINDROPS MOSAIC**

**Pre-lay:** Sheets are packed in the boxes according to a pre-laid numbered pattern by the factory.

**Step 1:** Arrange all mosaic sheets to have the corner tag pointing to the same direction, and follow as much as possible the factory numbering sequence.

**Step 2:** After having determined your starting point and installed the first sheet, continue the installation by adding each consecutive sheet by first firmly connecting the interlocking edges together but still holding the new sheet away from the adhesive.

**Step 3:** By keeping the sheet in a convex shape, slowly feed down the sheet onto the adhesive, this will prevent excessive adhesive getting caught in the joint.

**Step 4:** Once sheet fully flat and attached to the substrate, push the new sheets towards the previous one so to minimise the joint opening.

**Step 5:** When working on 2 adjoining sheets, always approach at an angle from the fixed 2 edges.

**Step 6:** Continue installation till recommended maximum adhesive area covered (usually <1 m² at a time). Carefully inspect joints between the installed sheets.

**Step 7:** Collect small mosaic pieces from a sacrificial sheet.

**Step 8:** Use sacrificial pieces obtained from Step 7 to fill any noticeable opening at joints. Do this till all mosaic sheet are merged adequately.

**Step 9:** Correctly assembled interlocking Raindrops mosaic.

* For best installation results we recommend using matching colour grout